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 During 2002, the California Legislature enacted AB 270 (Correa and Figueroa) (Chapter 231, Statutes of
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2002), AB 2873 (Frommer) (Chapter 230, Statutes of 2002), and AB 2970 (Wayne) (Chapter 232, Statutes of 2002)

in reaction to the 2001–02 national crisis in the accounting profession. 
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Reply to:    9 San Diego Office   9  Sacramento Office

March 29, 2006

Honorable Rudy Bermudez
State Capitol, Room 5135
Sacramento, CA 95814

Re: AB 1868 (Bermudez) — Oppose Unless Amended

Dear Assemblymember Bermudez:

The Center for Public Interest Law (CPIL) respectfully opposes AB 1868 (Bermudez) unless
its amendment to Business and Professions Code section 5054 is removed from the bill.1

CPIL is an academic and advocacy organization based at the University of San Diego School
of Law.  For 25 years, CPIL has studied occupational licensing and monitored California agencies
that regulate business, trades, and professions, including the California Board of Accountancy
(CBA), which regulates certified public accountants (CPAs) and CPA firms.  We publish the
California Regulatory Law Reporter, a comprehensive journal tracking the activities of 25 such
agencies, including CBA.  I have participated actively on several CBA task forces, including its Task
Force on Audit Standards and Practices, which was created in 2002 to formulate recommendations
for reform to accounting regulation in response to the Enron/Andersen/WorldCom scandals — and
whose work resulted in the 2002 enactment of three bills reforming California’s regulation of the
accounting profession.  2

AB 1868 is sponsored by the accounting profession, and the profession has publicly
announced its intent at many CBA meetings to convert the bill to urgency legislation.  AB 1868
purports to provide a “quick fix” to unintended problems arising from the Legislature’s enactment
and CBA’s implementation of the “practice privilege” program created in legislation that became
effective on January 1, 2006.  For the most part, AB 1868 does just that.  But buried in this
legislation is a seemingly innocuous change to section 5054.  That law currently contains a narrow
exception to California’s licensure requirement that was created to permit out-of-state CPAs to
continue to file personal returns for long-time customers who had moved to California.  The
profession seeks to expand this exception to the provision of all “tax services” to California
consumers and businesses by out-of-state CPAs.



 For example, in August 2005 KPMG admitted that “from 1996 until 2002, KPMG, through its tax partners,
3

assisted high net worth United States citizens to evade United States individual income taxes on billions of dollars” by

“promoting and implementing unregistered and fraudulent tax shelters.”  Editorial, WASH . POST (Aug. 31, 2005).  By

making this admission of criminal wrongdoing, paying $456 million in fines, and submitting to stringent oversight,

KPMG avoided criminal prosecution.  Seventeen of its former partners, however, are currently under federal criminal

indictment in U.S. District Court in Manhattan for their alleged role in creating and selling aggressive tax shelters to

wealthy individuals.  One of the seventeen, San Diego KPMG partner David Rivkin, CPA, pled guilty on March 27, 2006

to tax evasion and conspiracy.  According to the New York Times, he admitted to “preparing false documents that wealthy

investors used to file improper tax returns, to asserting improperly that the documents were cloaked in rules governing

confidentiality of communications with clients, and to concealing the evidence of questionable shelters from the Internal

Revenue Service and Senate investigators.”  Lynnley Browning and Colin Moynihan, A Surprise in Tax Case on KPMG,

N.Y. T IM ES (Mar. 28, 2006).
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This amendment to section 5054 will open California’s borders to out-of-state tax
accountants who will freely be allowed to provide all kinds of “tax services” (including the
marketing of abusive tax shelters that defraud California’s coffers of rightfully-due taxes) to
California families and businesses without a California CPA license, without a California practice
privilege, without a California CPA firm registration, and without notice to the Board, based on an
unchecked assumption that the out-of-state CPA is licensed by another state.

This proposed amendment will punch a gaping loophole in the Board’s ability to protect
California citizens and businesses from incompetent, dishonest, or unscrupulous out-of-state CPAs
and CPA firms that provide “tax services” — an area of egregious historical abuse that requires more
scrutiny, not less.   Even the sponsor of this bill has admitted that tax practitioners can and have3

caused problems.  In its October 1, 2005 issue of California CPA, the California Society of Certified
Public Accountants — in describing the new “practice privilege” notification statute that would
become effective on January 1, 2006 to accommodate cross-border accounting practice — noted that
“[t]he CBA has repeatedly refused to exempt tax practice from the notification requirement as tax
practitioners can cause tremendous consumer harm.  In fact, CBA has had difficulty with
CPAs licensed in bordering states that have substantial tax practices in California” (emphasis
added).

The provision of “tax services” is undeniably the practice of public accountancy under
section 5051.  In other words, it is part of the CPA’s protected scope of practice under California
law.  AB 1868 ignores this fact and turns the rationale behind licensing on its head.  The whole
premise of licensing professions — whether accountants, physicians, or lawyers — is that the State
must prevent consumer harm by ensuring the competence and ethics of professionals before they
provide services to consumers.  Under AB 1868, California is effectively blindfolded to the
occurrence of the provision of tax services by out-of-state CPAs to Californians and to the
qualifications (or lack thereof) of those out-of-state CPAs.  Under AB 1868, California is able to
“protect” its citizens from an unscrupulous out-of-state tax accountant only after that person hurts
a California consumer, after the harmed consumer has filed a complaint, after the complaint goes
through an administrative trial, and after the administrative decision is upheld in court.  As a former
member of the Medical Board of California, would you have ever supported such a program for
physicians practicing medicine on Californians on the basis of an unverified claim of being licensed
in some other state with no notice to the Board?



 The profession’s proposed exemption for tax services is inconsistent with the UAA in other ways as well.  The
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UAA allows cross-border practice only by CPAs who are licensed by states with licensing requirements that are

“substantially equivalent” with those in the UAA; AB 1868 would allow any CPA licensed by any state to offer tax

services to Californians indefinitely.  Also, the UAA allows cross-border practice by eligible CPAs with notice to the

other board, and makes no exception for tax services.  
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And although AB 1868 purports to remedy turning the idea of licensure upside down by
giving the Board new jurisdiction and disciplinary authority over out-of-state tax accountants, these
remedies are mythical because (a) the Board will have no notice of when an out-of-state CPA is even
providing tax services to Californians, so there will be no way to ensure his competence and integrity
before he hurts a family or business; and (b) the Board is already the most understaffed consumer
protection board in the state.  The Board has only five line investigators for 69,000 CPAs and CPA
firms currently licensed in California.  Needless to say, it lacks adequate staff to police innumerable
out-of-state CPAs, even if it somehow becomes aware of their misdeeds.

Additionally, the bill turns enforcement on its head in a manner we believe is unprecedented
in occupational licensing.  Under AB 1868, the Board will have issued no license, no practice
privilege, and no firm registration to out-of-state CPAs and CPA firms that are now free to provide
tax services to Californians.  Unlike the notice to the Board and other protections afforded by the
practice privilege program, under AB 1868 the Board has no notice of the provision of tax services
or the identity of the provider.  Even if the Board finds out about substandard practice, there is no
license, practice privilege, or firm registration against which it can proceed.  This bill creates an
invisible “authorization”— an exemption from the licensure, practice privilege, and firm registration
requirements — allowing every CPA in the United States to offer tax services to California families
and businesses without notice to the Board.  It then allows the Board to “administratively suspend”
that invisible authorization without notice (under new section 5050.2(b)) — which may amount to
nothing more than an unenforceable cease and desist order.  To revoke or suspend that invisible
authorization, however, the Board must file an accusation (query: against what?) and afford full
procedural due process under the Administrative Procedure Act (under new section 5050.2(a)) to
someone it has not licensed.  We have studied occupational licensing for 25 years.  We have not
encountered any precedent for this “regulatory scheme,” and would note that it is inconsistent with
the accounting profession’s revered Uniform Accountancy Act (UAA), section 23 of which requires
notice to the other-state board when a CPA seeks to engage in the cross-border practice of public
accountancy in that state.   This is not merely an overflow above the public protection levee; it is a4

gaping breach.

CPIL opposes one provision in this bill — the amendment to section 5054 — for five
additional reasons:

1.  No one is sure of its consequences.  This proposal first surfaced on February 22, 2006
and is being inserted into a bill that will become urgency legislation.  Neither the Board, the Attorney
General’s Office, the Legislature, nor anyone else has had an opportunity to study its ramifications.
In fact, at the Board’s March 2006 meeting, the Board’s president referred the matter to a committee
for in-depth study of the possible impacts of the tax services exemption.



 PCAOB Rule 1001(t)(i); effective pursuant to SEC Release No. 34-48180 (July 16, 2003).
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 They were published in Volume 71, No. 48 of the Federal Register on March 13, 2006 for a 35-day public
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comment period.  71 Fed. Reg. 12720 (Mar. 13, 2006). 
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2.  The “tax services” concept is extraordinarily broad.  The term “tax services” has been
broadly defined by the new Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) to mean
“professional services rendered for tax compliance, tax advice, and tax planning.”   It is difficult to5

conceive of anything related to accountancy that is not covered by this definition.  Yet none of it —
even though it might ruin the financial lives of California consumers and businesses — would
require a California CPA license, a California practice privilege, a California firm registration, or
notice to the Board.

3.  The definition of permissible “tax services” is still evolving.  The type of tax services that
may be offered by auditors to their audit clients is the subject of a pending rulemaking proceeding.
In 2003, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) recognized that while conventional
tax compliance and planning activities may not be a threat to auditor independence, the marketing
of novel, tax-driven financial products (including tax shelter transactions used improperly to avoid
paying taxes) raises more challenging auditor independence issues.  In December 2004, the PCAOB
proposed regulations to define the types of tax services which per se compromise an auditor’s
independence.  Its final regulations were transmitted to the SEC in November 2005.  They have not
yet been adopted by the SEC.   This fact alone makes the proposed exemption of “tax services” from6

meaningful California regulation premature and especially inappropriate for inclusion in urgency
legislation.

4.  Tax consulting is not well-regulated by other agencies.  The profession also insists that
“tax services” should be deregulated by the Board because they are “highly regulated” by other
government agencies, including the Internal Revenue Service and the Franchise Tax Board.
However, neither of those agencies is authorized to revoke, restrict, or suspend the license of a CPA.
Those agencies may impose regulatory standards on those who practice before them, and they may
be authorized to bar the incompetent and/or dishonest from practicing before them, but little actual
enforcement occurs.  In California, CPAs must report to the Board the cancellation, revocation, or
suspension of their right to practice before any governmental body or agency.  The Board received
only two (2) such reports in 2003–04 and three (3) such reports in 2004–05.  Thus, neither the IRS
nor the FTB can protect the public from an incompetent or dishonest CPA providing “tax services”
by revoking his/her license, and neither actively bar California CPAs from practicing before them.
And if AB 1868 is enacted, the Board is effectively blindfolded by a lack of notice and an inability
to detect disqualifying conditions.

5.  CBA’s enforcement staffing is egregiously inadequate.  The Board’s enforcement staff
is incapable of policing its own licensees, much less the nation’s CPAs.  The Board has only five line
investigators — far fewer than any other agency, and far fewer than the number necessary to police
69,000 existing California licensees including the four largest accounting firms.  The Board’s own
September 2003 sunset review report admits it lacks adequate resources to police its own licensees;
little has changed since then.  California’s borders should not be opened to every faceless CPA in
the nation when the Board is inadequately staffed to regulate the ones it knows about.
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In summary, CPIL opposes AB 1868’s amendment to section 5054 because (1) it is
inappropriate for inclusion in urgency legislation — the impacts of this unprecedented alteration of
traditional licensing and enforcement mechanisms should be thoroughly examined, (2) it is
unnecessary to and significantly exceeds the “quick fix” changes that are necessary to correct the
inadvertent problems created by the practice privilege program, and (3) it opens new holes in public
protection — the Board’s “paramount” priority under Business and Professions Code section 5000.1.

Out-of-state CPAs who wish to provide “tax services” to California consumers and
businesses have an easy remedy: Get a practice privilege.  Notify CBA of your intent to practice
public accountancy in California, assure CBA that you are qualified, pay $100 per year, and submit
to CBA’s enforcement jurisdiction if you commit misconduct.  That is why the practice privilege
program was created, and there is no reason why it should not be used to regulated the provision of
“tax services” — clearly the practice of public accountancy under section 5051.

The Board and the profession apparently erred on the practice privilege program —
legislation they discussed, drafted, and debated for two years.  They are now compounding that error
by supporting this gaping hole in public protection — an exemption they debated for about two hours
over a two-day period.  We urge a NO vote on AB 1868 unless its amendment to section 5054 is
deleted.

Sincerely,

Julianne D’Angelo Fellmeth
Administrative Director
Center for Public Interest Law

cc: Honorable Gloria Negrete McLeod, Chair, Assembly Business and Professions Committee
Members, Assembly Business and Professions Committee
Honorable Liz Figueroa, Chair, Senate Business and Professions Committee
Carol Sigmann, Executive Officer, California Board of Accountancy
Ross Warren, Consultant, Assembly Business and Professions Committee
David Link, Consultant, Senator Liz Figueroa
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